
QI love to watch the old men in
Sheung Wan taking their

birds for walks and have recently
been thinking of collecting
antique birdcages. Are many of
them made in Hong Kong?

WHAT THE EXPERT SAYS:
“Hong Kong has a long tradition
of making birdcages. They were
also made in China and some
parts of Southeast Asia,” says
Romy Lit, director of Mingei
Antiques Ltd, which stocks possi-
bly the best selection of this type
of collectable. 

“Bamboo was used most
often as it’s a more flexible mate-
rial that can be bent into shape
with much less chance of break-
ing or cracking,” she says. “There
are some old bamboo cages from
Hong Kong, but as this is a small
city and the population was much
smaller at the beginning of last
century, they are a pretty rare
find. The most collectable Asian
bamboo cages, with the best
craftsmanship, were made from
around 1920 to 1940. It is possi-
ble to find Hong Kong ones from
those days, but they don’t come

up much on the primary market;
they often already belong to a
collector. There’s a lot of similari-
ty in style, though, with the oldest
ones from Guangdong and south-
ern China.”

A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE
CHINESE BIRDCAGE:
In Asia, particularly in Chinese
society, there has long been a
custom of keeping birds as pets,
with the avian types falling into
two categories: fighting bird or
songbird. Cages were made with
two distinct structural differences
for these two varieties.

Cages for fighting birds, while
usually as ornate as those for
songbirds, were typically rein-
forced around the entrance, most
with a second gate or, in the
case of some rectangular or
square cages, with a secondary
inner cage. All fighting cages
were designed to lock together
at their entrances, allowing birds
to battle in both. The cylindrical
cages often had two or three
thicker bamboo sticks that
formed an outer double gate,
with a handle of carved wood or,

in rarer, extravagant cases,
carved jade or ivory.

Songbird cages varied from
plain bamboo to the lacquered,
with decorative features again in
wood, jade or ivory. The metal
hanging hooks sometimes fea-
tured extravagant detailing such
as dragons or plants and flowers.
And for the real show-off, a jade
disc was sometimes cut to fit
around the hook base.

“Remember, many decades
ago, people did not have the status
symbols we have now,” Lit says.
“So the richer the bird-keeper, the
more he might spend on making
his cage a status symbol.”

On the smaller cages, which
were often square and rectangu-
lar in northern China, a small
bone, jade or ivory disk was hung
on a cord for the owner to insert
a thumb through, allowing the
cage to be effortlessly held in
one hand.

A number of porcelain, jade
and silver “feeders” (seed and
water bowls that can be slotted
between cage bars) survive from
the Qing (1644-1911) and even
Ming (1368-1644) dynasties, prov-

ing the proud domestic bird own-
ership has deep roots in China.
“But the cages themselves rarely
survive 100 years,” says Lit.
“They disintegrate fast and were
not usually considered important
enough to keep and restore.”

NEW COLLECTOR TIPS:
“Occasionally makers’ names are
carved under the base or
engraved on a hook, but cages
are hard to date,” Lit says.
“Besides, older doesn’t neces-
sarily make it more valuable, it’s
really personal preference on the
style and decorations.” She says
it’s normal for a dealer to refur-
bish the birdcages before selling
them, but make sure all the
bamboo bars are the same thick-
ness and of the same material,
as the quality of the refurbishing
can vary.

Small cages made in 1920s
China, including Hong Kong,
range from $2,000 to $6,000,
while larger ones usually sell for
between $6,000 and $15,000.

E-mail your questions to 
adembina@hotmail.com

One of France’s most talked-about 
multimedia artists has quietly taken up a
one-year residency at Videotage in the
Cattle Depot Artist Village in To Kwa
Wan. And Jean Sebastian Lallemand, aka
seB a, promises to send waves of inspi-
ration surging through the red-brick
barns during his stay.

For a highly eccentric artist who has
wrapped his whole body in carpaccio (thin
slices of raw meat), for a show, encased his
head in rubber bands in the name of art
and lived for six weeks in a spooky, aban-
doned psychiatric hospital for his first short
film, he is surprisingly shy and softly spo-
ken in the flesh.

He also looks entirely at home. For the
next year the Cattle Depot is Lallemand’s
studio space. “I am given a place to experi-
ment and they will help publish and show
my work,” he explains. “I’m not getting
paid, but I get the space to work in, and I
get to mix and work with a whole commu-
nity of Hong Kong artists.”

He is editing a short film he shot in
Morocco, but soon the 30-year-old will be
working on video projects for the City
Contemporary Dance Company (CCDC), as
well as hosting workshops.

He has good news for this city’s artists,
who are often forced to work as designers
to make ends meet: Lallemand has made
an art form out of merging the two worlds.
“It is important to have your feet in the
commercial world,” he argues. “You can’t
just be an artist and always do whatever
you like.”

For the past three years he has jug-
gled burgeoning careers in both the com-
mercial world of advertising and the bub-
bling undercurrents of cutting-edge,
European art – from graphic design to
film and video work. 

It began when his father, an abstract
painter, insisted his son should avoid the
artist’s life. Lallemand ignored the advice

and went to art school in Orleans where he
excelled in etching. During his five years
there he experimented with various disci-
plines, from graphic design to photography
and video, and upon graduation was
accepted at Fabrica, the Benetton research
and development communication centre in
northern Italy. His work as a researcher
soon attracted the interest of the compa-
ny’s visionary founder, Oliviero Toscani, who
forged a protege/mentor relationship with
the young artist.

“My life was in two parts. One was
experimental and artistic and one was
really commercial. So I was working for
Peter Grabriele’s Witness, for Benetton, for
MTV. At the same time we were creating
installations for arts centres and theatres,”
he explains. “We used to provoke people
with images.”

For his first short film, a “mental por-
trait of a man on the verge”, he took up
residency in an abandoned psychiatric hos-
pital for six weeks. The resulting 14-minute
short, After Words, which stars Lallemand
as the sole character, astounded Toscani.

“He asked me to spend another year, as
a consultant to Fabrica Cinema.” 

The film screened at the Venice Film
Festival 2000, the Rotterdam Film Festival
2001, and Croatia’s Split Festival of New
Film. It hit Videotage’s screen as
Lallemand’s welcoming party got under
way at the start of this month. 

There was a music video for the
acclaimed Gotan Project, the French
tango/dance act that is swiping all the
European music awards. Lallemand was
asked to direct the video for the hit single
Santa Maria: a sexy affair, of a couple danc-
ing a passionate tango in a boxing ring.

Just as Lallemand was emerging in
Europe as a notable artist and highly in-
demand advertising consultant, he moved
to Hong Kong with his girlfriend. “I have
always been fascinated with Asia,” he says
eagerly. “And while I’m here I intend to
make my first full-length movie.”

For more information about Lallemand’s
screenings visit www.videotage.org.hk

Views from the art community

Lindsey 
McAlister
Director Hong
Kong Youth
Arts Festival

In the years since
I started the Hong

Kong Youth Arts Festival, I have had
the privilege of working with high-
calibre performers and a handful of
visionary companies and organisa-
tions who sponsor and support the
arts. But while I applaud the variety
of arts that’s graced our stage, we
have yet to become the perfect
audience.

This is a familiar scene most cul-
tural programme attendees can
imagine: the lights inside a hall dim
in anticipation. The flashlight-wield-
ing ushers have retreated. You hold
your breath and wait for the curtain to
rise but before the programme
unfolds, you hear the rustle of the
latecomers, noisily bumping their way
down the aisle from the farthest point
of the venue. There are some hisses
of “quiet” and they finally drop into
their seats. By this time many have
been distracted and try to catch up
with what’s happening on stage.

Imagine how soul-destroying it
must be for the actor on stage who

is trying to stay focused and engage
the rest of the audience during this
disruption.

Theatre, after all, is not televi-
sion: it’s live action. But as soon as
one is up to speed on the plot some-
thing else unfolds: a dramatic
denouement of the mobile phone
trill. Wait, there’s more. There is also
the person who treks to the the
restroom with clockwork regularity,
the person who provides simultane-
ous translation to his seatmate, the
seat rocker, the surreptitious snooz-
er who suffers from wobbly head
syndrome and, one of my least
favourites, the people who leave to
catch their ferry five minutes before
the show ends.

I know at first-hand from being
on stage and in the audience that it
takes everyone working together to
make performing arts enjoyable.
Should we have minders with cattle
prods “correcting” those who are
preventing the rest of us from enjoy-
ing the show? Maybe not.

All of us have a responsibility to
be sensitive audience members and
we should encourage our children to
learn good theatre etiquette.
Audiences are valuable. Let’s face it:
without them, why create a perfor-
mance? But maybe they have to be
nurtured to the same capacity as the
arts themselves.

EXPERTADVICE Andrew Dembina offers collecting tips from those in the know
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At home to
French inspiration

UNCOVERING ART

Clare Tyrrell

AT 6PM PRECISELY, Beijing artist Feng
Mengbo starts to send text through the
MSN messaging system. We have agreed
to meet in cyberspace. It seems a likely
spot for an interview, seeing that the 38-
year-old is reputed to spend most of his
waking hours deliberating over his elec-
tronic artworks, wired to the Web.

Our chat will also be an apt test. A
strong theme of Feng’s art is to explore
human communication through a com-
puter. His aim has been to personalise
video gaming by creating challenging,
intelligent and visually spectacular alter-
natives of his own.

Will we communicate effectively in
this faceless realm? 

We begin by bypassing small talk.
There doesn’t seem much point without
handshakes and facial expressions. Or
maybe it’s Feng’s short, no-nonsense,
snappy sentences that are shaping the
rapid-fire questions and answers. Did he
visit Taipei for the opening of Past Visu-
alized – Future Cloned: Feng Mengbo
1994-2003, a massive retrospective cur-
rently occupying the ground floor of the
Museum of Contemporary Art? “It’s a pity
I didn’t go because of Sars,” he types back.

“What are you working on now?” I tap.
“Finishing the last bit of my work for

Q4U. I will go to England to show it to
LAB3D,” Feng replies.

Already, we’re moving away from
standard conversation, but there are easy
explanations here. Q4U precedes one of
Feng’s most recent works, Ah_Q, which
was acclaimed last year by critics at Doc-
umenta 11, one of the world’s largest ex-
hibitions of contemporary art in Kassel,
Germany. Ah_Q featured three gigantic,
ceiling-height screens and three digital
pads set out on the floor. The central zone
was reserved for the artist, and on either

side members of the audience were in-
vited to step up and enter the game. By
moving their bodies, they would navigate
their way through an alarming world –
eerily similar to game console Quake III
Area, except that in this fiery, urban land-
scape there is an endless stream of deadly
“Feng Mengbos” to battle.

The law is shoot him, or be shot your-
self. Except of course, you’re metaphor-
ically “killing” the competitors to the
side of you. Feng has made a strange
self-portrait, and a violent vision with
the explosion of twitching, bloodied
bodies on screen.

An eight-minute film of Ah_Q is being
screened this week, along with digital
photographs of scenes from the game, at
Hanart TZ Gallery in Central, in a show
that is timed to coincide with the Taipei
retrospective.

Hanart’s gallery owner and curator,
Chang Tsong-zung, catapulted Feng
into the admiring Western art world
when he invited Feng to contribute to
the influential China’s New Art, Post-
1989 show in 1993.

Ah_Q “feels more violent [than com-
puter games]”, Chang says. “You’re fac-
ing someone with a real human image,
and psychologically it is more violent be-
cause you’re killing someone next to you,
in real time.” 

Feng types that he would now like to
edge into theatre. So I comment on the
possibility of seeing exploding limbs on
stage.

“My works are not bloody,” he writes.
“The blood you see is only a colour pixel
on the screen. Compared to human his-
tory, even one drop of blood is much
more bloody than my whole movie. I use
violent scenes just as others would use
flowers for their paintings.” 

Feng’s work began with paint. His
1994 Game Over series featured acrylic-
painted canvases, with scenes influ-
enced by the popular Super Mario Land
game. Feng’s characters and plots were
derived from Cultural Revolution op-
eras, however, with political figures such
as Mao Zedong hurling exploding Coke
cans as grenades.

Always mixing a personal slant of the
world with historical references and
fighting (an interest, he says, “since I was
a young boy”) Feng’s “dream” was to cre-
ate a game of his own. A self-professed
computer-game addict, there was an
emptiness, he says, to his relentless ses-
sions of game-playing. There was some-
thing missing.

“I tried to see something behind the
screen,” his Web site, www.mengbo.com,
says. “There should be something there,
there should be some reason why video
games make the players crazy.” 

When Quake released a demo that al-
lowed players to manipulate their own
storylines, he set about answering his
own question. The result was Taking Mt
Doom By Strategy (1997), an interactive
game based on the Cultural Revolution
model operas that had influenced him as
a child. It was a way of humanising the
game experience, he says.

“We couldn’t be heroes in computer
games such as Quake, but we could be in
these operas.”
clare.tyrrell@scmp.com

Past Visualized – Future Cloned: Feng
Mengbo 1994-2003. Museum of Contem-
porary Art,Taipei.Ends July 27.www.mo-
cataipei.org AH–Q, Video + Photography
of Feng Mengbo, Hanart TZ Gallery, 2/F
Henley Building, 5 Queen’s Rd, Central.
Tel: 2526 9019. Opens tomorrow-June 7

“My works are 
not bloody. The
blood you see is
only a colour 
pixel on the
screen. I use vio-
lent scenes just
as others would
use flowers for
their paintings”
Feng Mengbo 

‘artspeak’

Beijing cyber-artist Feng Mengbo has created a computer game with
a difference. To win you have to blow him apart, writes Clare Tyrrell

This early 20th-century southern
Chinese cage was designed to keep
fighting birds

Chat,
splatter and 

POP

Jean Sebastian Lallemand (above) at the
Videotage headquarters in To Kwa Wan,
and examples of his work during his
training at Fabrica: "Sardine Car" (below)
and the artist wrapped in raw beef for a
live theatre performance (right).   
Photo: KY Cheng

Feng Mengbo takes centre stage in his
installation/performance art Ah_Q
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